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72/278/47

Dear Department,

As you:

we have told the

Marseilles, Nice

negotiations with

of illegal Jewish

through France, w

letter of 29th Mai

British Embassy,

Paris.

50th May, 1947.

may like toknow- 1at

Consular Officers at

and Bordeaux about our

the French for the control

immigration to Palestine

e enclose a copy of our

y to those three posts.

Yours ever,

I

Chancery.

Est ern Department ,
Foreign Office,

London,S.W.1.

A

.)
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British abassy,

Aria.

29th May, 1947.

Dear Consulate/Consulate-General,

ith reference to our letter of 20th May, with which we
enolosed a copy of± Foreign Office despatch No. 586 of the 9th lay about
the arrangeents to be made for weekly reports on vessels suspected of
being involved in the traffic of illegal immigration to P.alestine, the
following is intended to let you know what we have been doing in Paris
during recent weeks to try to persuade the 'rnch Government to cooperate
with us in putting an end to this traffic.

2. On the 21st ,4rah, the A)bassador wrote to onaieur 3idault
deploring the failure of the 'rench Government to cooperate more fully.
The Ambassador invited the French Government to take urgent and effective
steps without delay to prevent further departures of illegal immigrants
from French ports and evoked the spirit of the newly signed alliance.
He added that His Majesty's Government would be glad if the French
Government would agree to enter into immediate conversations with them
in order to work out methods of controlling this traffic.

3. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs have throughout been anxious
to help us. Their position has been rendered difficult, however, owing
to the disensions on this subject in the 1French Cabinet, the :Sooialist
members of which are known to be in general opposed to any measures
destined to hinder this traffic. The two key Ministries of the interior
and Transport are held by Mnsieur Depreux and Monsieur Moch respectively,
both of whom are socialista. The latter is, in addition, Jewish.

4. we enclose a copy of anote which we provided for the Minitry
to help the in the preparation of a brief for Monsieur Teitgen (in the
absence of ronsieur Biault at Moscow) on the 15th April in readiness for
discussion on the subject in the council of Ministers. ee also informd
the Ministry on the 17th April that, since His ajesty'a Government
decided in august 1946 to divert to C(yprus all Jews attempting to imigrat
illegally to Palestine, entries of these migrants to Cyprus had numbered
18,817, of whom 9,666 had been carried on y* vessels which had sailed from
wrench port. )f' the total of 9,666 a total of 6,866 had embarked at

Prench ports and the remining 2,800 were picked up elsewhere. e added
that all the illegal immigrants having left Prance or elsewhere since the
policy decision of last ugust havoc been diverted to Cyprus.

5. D.sussions meanwhile continued between the 'abassy and the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The :Anbassador received on the 24th April
a reply to his letter of the 21st :arch. This reply stated that the
French Governent would strengthen the control provided for by the
International Convention of 31st May 1929 on safety of Life at sea and
by the 'rench law of 15th June 1943 which applies to the vessels of non-
signatory nations. 2hus, Captains of all ships of nations,. having signed
the c onvention will have to present to the )ernch authorities the security
certificates called for by article 54, while vessels of non-signatory
nations will be inspected by the 'rench authorities.

6. T he letter added that the Prefocts were being instructed not to
give rnch exit visas on collective passports before the Ministry of
1 oreign Affta ira and the Fnaasiea and Legations concerned had checked the
validity of the visas of ultimate destination.

7. The letter requested a guarantee from His Maje sty's Governaent
that the British authorities in Grmany would take back into the rittish
sone foreigners having entered prance illegally ftro that sone. They had
made a similar request to the United states Government and had approached

Sent to Marseilles, Bordeaux and Nice.
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the wrench authorities in Germany and .ustria.

8. Finally, the letter asked that the quota of immigration into

Palestine should be applied in auch a way that the foreigners at present

resid ing in Germany and austria and desiring to i3uigrate would receive visas

in numbers proportionate to the total nuber of would-be imaigrants in each

of the British, Franch and United states zones.

9. This note ade no reference to certain other measures which had

been proposed by us, i.e. that ships entering and leaving; *rench ports in

ballast should be subjec ted to a particularly severe con trol, that bunkers

should be refused to vesuels suspected of intending to take part in this traffic,

and that it should be made clear to the Jewish organizations with whoim the

?rench .overnment had made their quota agreement that they maat fulfil their

part of the bargain and tha t hence illegal immigrants leaving rench ports would

be deducted From the quota of' 8,000 allowed into ?ranue on legal transit visas.

These points were either refused by the Council of Ministers or (in the case of

the measure concerning bunkers) not put up by the Ministry on the ground that it

had no chance of acceptance.

10. The Ministry agreed, however, that discussions should continue and at

this stage suggested that the whole subject should be linked with discussions

which were shortly to take place between His Majesty'ss Government and the French

Government on the recruitment for work in France of Displaced Persons from

Germany and Austria. We have, in fact, subsequently struck a bargain with the

French whereby they undertake to co-operate as fully as possible on illegal

Jewish is igration to Palestine against an undertaking from us to give

sympathetic consideration to their need for labour, including German labour,
from Germany.

11. The detailed discussions for which we had been pressing since the 21st

hMarch finally took place with represen tatives of the Poreign Office and Colonial

Office present at the Quai d'Orsay on the 12th May. The P:rench then announced

confidentially that General Koenig had now laid down the following rule with

regard to emigrant trains wishing to enter the French zone of (ermany. The

Diplaed Persons Directorate of the zone will inform the transport and security

directorates of the timetable and composition of all authorised displaced person

trains. Any other displaced person trains will be automatically considered

"clandestine immigrant trains" and will be either turned back at the frontier or

held up within the 'rench zone. A copy of these instructions has been sent to

General B3thouart who will be invite to enfore similar measures in the ?rench

zone of Austria. Monsieur Bousquet a phasised however that it would be

Impossible for the French zoneo manders to house these imaigranta, and that the

P reach authorities therefore required an assurance from as that we would take

back into our zones trainloads which came from there illegally. They would

also like us to support a request they have already made to the Americans that

they should do the sat. ee have now been able to inform the Trench that we are

willing to take back those originating from our own zone and that we are

supporting their request to the United tates Gokvernent that the United Statees
zone should do the sae.

12. As regards the questions raised in xnsieur Teitgen'a letter of the

24th April, we have been able to tell the French that we have received a

telegram from Berlin accepting the French proposal where the clandestine

iMaigrants can be proved to have come originally from the British sone of Germany.

13. 'e explained some of the difficulties in the way of distributing

the limited Palestine quota for Germany amnst the three zones as proposed by

the Trench, but promised to do what 'we could to rset their point of view. The

French explained that the trench cabinet were particularly teen on this propOati,

and that they themselves thought that to deny any part of the quota to the

*A miar an
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Aaerioan zone would merely encourage illegal iwigration from that son

de subsequently told them that His Majestya Governet were not able

to any part of the small quota for Palestine going to the United State

but were prepared to agree to a sonthly allocation of viaa to Jews in

French sone. At a subsequent mfeting a week later the French returned

charge on this subject, and in addition requested that a proportion of

quota be made available for Jews in France under the 8,000 quota, who

thereby be encouraged to wait and not to leave illegally. This has b

referred to the Foreign office.

1 . Aith regard to the transit quota of 8000 }monsieur gouaquet

the French delegation, stated at our meeting of May 12th that only 2,"

had been ranted under the quota, and he was confident that at least

illegal ismaigrants who reached Palestine waters from France had enter

clandestinely. ie thought that the only two loopholes left were:

(a) individual pasaporta which are not to be subjected to the e

control as the collective passports, and

(b) secret departures of passengera without visas. He did not

however that these would amount to much, and pointed to the fact tha

three suspected illegal immigrant ships to leave France had done so it

=4 15. oe then said that, should shiploads of Jews reach Palestine

from -rande, e should have to press the rench Goveraaent to receive

Monsieur Bouaquet resisted this on the ground that France Was only th

of transit, and if they were to be returned anywhere they should go b

country of origin. He started, however, that the French authorities

consider taking back any Jews reaching Palestine waters after enterin

under the legal transit quota. We have also pressed the Trench to I

the results of their enquiries into the validity of coileotive' visas

ua nominal roles of the persons concerned. -e have not with great r

to do so but are still pressing these points.

16. e further raised at our meeting of the 12th May the questi

denying oil and coal bunkers to illegal immigrant ships, pointing out

majority were coal-burgng. The representative of the trench Iercha

proved moat willing to cooperate, but said that he could not discrimai

a particular vessel by denying bunkers on suspicion that she aight enr

illegal iummigrant traffic. He felt that the most effective assistan

be able to offer would be to .elay or emarraea these vessels on the b

safety of life at sea convention. lie suggested that we might )ursel

insurance to these sshipa, in case any o them were insured in the uni

1~/. e are now seeking to tie up these proposed arraggements by

of letters and trust that they spay bear fruit. .ut we realize that

depend on the manner in which local authorities interpret their instr

may not be possible to give you chapter and verse to which you can r

approaches to the local authorities. but you have latitude to say i

e. . when you have occasion to speck to the Prefoot, that you underst

matter has been under discussion with the central authorities who hav

their readiness to give us concrete and increased help in cop 8gwith

18. The lull in the departures of illegal immigran to from Tranc

the past few weeks (the Anal left to on the 6th y in ballast and

picked up her 3S50 passengers secretly either off the 'reneh or Italia

leads us to hope that the measures which are now being enforced by th~

taking the desired effect. A~s re arda our procu ura; in Paris, we wa
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course very closely for reports from you concerning suspect shipping,
and when these together with the indications we receive from the
orign office, lead us to believe that sufficient information has

been passed for us to be able to establish a strong case against a
vessel, we notify her to the Ministry of 'oreign <,fairs, who in turn
alert the ministry of the Interior and the 3earstari.at-Genral de ia
Marine tarchande. In cases where urgent action is necessary you
should urge the krefect to ensure that the vessel is delayed as long
as possible by the formlities which the Orenoh government have
undertaken to apply in connection with safety of life at sea and control
of vias. You should also seize any o portlaty of persuading the
port authorities to deny bunkers to such a vessel. You should at the
sam tim of course telegraph to us so that we might call in the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.

A similar letter is being addressed to Maseilles, Nice and Bordeaux.
Yours ever,

CHANCIRY.
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(a) Conditions are at present tolerable in the Cyprus camps,
but it must be realised that the congregation of large numbers of Jewish
families, unused to camp life and discipline leads to a certaip degree of
discomfort and squalor, which the best efforts of the British auteaties

'have been unable to prevent. A proportion of the immigrants have had to
live in tents during the past winter, and it is not intended to construct
any more hutted accoisnodation. Rations are on Army scale and quite adequate.

(b) At present 750 Jews are sent monthly to Palestine from Cypruas
as an interim measure. This represents half the monthly immigration quota
of 1,500, which has been in force since December 1945. This does not
however mean that His MaJesty'as Government condone this traffic. The
decision was only taken with groat reluctance, as a result of representations
from the Government of Cyprus that it was essential for the maintenance of
order and morale both in the refugee camps and among the Cypriot population
that there should be a clear indication that the camps were not permanent
and that there was a gradual movement of individuals out of Cyprus.
Indeed , conditions in the camps which made the decision necessary are a
pressing reason why further over-crowding of continual refugees into the
camps should be prevented.

(c) Organisers of illegal immigration traffic are responsible for
the mental anguish of illegal immigrants who arrive in Palestine waters ani
are trans-shipped to the Cyprus canps. At present there are over 11,000
illegal immigrants in Cyprus and the GUARDIAN has just arrived in Palestine
waters with about 1,500 on board. If this rate of arrival continues,
there will be no hope of clearing the camps for years and some illegal
immigrants may never reach Palestine, especially if the United Nations'
decision dodo not allow of extensive further Jewish immigration into Palestin.

(a) The illegal immigration traffic results in most unfair
discrimination against all those Jews throughout the world who are waiting to
enter Palestine legally. Many poor and aged relations of settlers in
Palestine are likely to be kept waiting for years as a result of illegal
immigration.

(e) An regards the dangerous condition in which illegal immigrattn
vessels arrive, it will be recalled that the ATHINAI ran aground on the Greek
island of Syrina last winter and H.M. Ships have often intercepted illegal
immigrant ships (for example, the SAN FILIPO) in a sinking condi tion. It is
only by great good fortune that no tragic accident has so far occurred, an4
this good fortune cannot be expected to hold. Both the GUARDIAN and SAN Pfl.
(a ship of seventy years old, possessing no registration), amongst the most
recent arrivals, had broken down before reaching Palestine waters. The SAl
MIGUthL had also broken down before being intercepted, and the MRICA or LA
a wooden caique of some 350 tons carrying 650 immigrants, arrived in Palsta
waters with her wooden sides caved in near the gunwale.

2. The arrival of illegal immigrant ships in Palestine waters normally
coincides with outbreaks of terrorism. The explosions in the Haifa Oil
Depot occurred 60 minutes after the arrival of the SAN FILIP. It is
evident that the terrorists took advantage of the situation created by the
arrival of these ships to carry out their outrages and to secure the support
of the Jewish population. The 'rench authorities, by failing to take
measures against this traffic are thus permitting a situation to develop which
directly leads to internal disorder in a territory administered under a League
of Nations mandate by their Ally.

P.
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SAN FTLP0 (750 ton)

Panamanian Registry (withdrawn)

Seventy years old.

The Ministry of PForeign Affairs were informed by our Note
of 21st March that this vessel was in readiness at Marseilles. She
got away with approximately 1,600 passengers on board and sent out
stress signals on 30th March. She was found by the Royal Navy to
have a heavy list and damaged engines 700 of the passengers were
trans-shipped on to mine sweepers and after pumping operations a
destroyer towed the vessel, which would have otherwise undoubtedly
ak, to Haifa. The crew had abandoned the passengers to their fate.

(250-300)O)

Arrived at Palestine on 8th February with 650 passengers from
Ate ostensibly bound for Cuba.

Ex A It"and the ram was again changed en route to IA N',.

Wooden motor sailing vessel built 18750 Found on arrival to be
in poor condition with sides caved in near the gunwale.

Ita1 an flag. Registered Genoa.

zmbarkation was aupervised by the French police.

SAN MICU+L (472 tons)

Ate.
Arrived in Palestine on 17th February with 800 passengers from

it R R and again changed its name en route to J

The passengers were ostensibly destined for Cuba via Lisbon.
vessel broke down and had to be towed to aita.

The embarkation was supervised by the rench Police.

K~,p

Illegal Jewish Ismigration to

t. r- ti -si--it L -- R J1ir- r -i -r- PUs
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AB.g (753 tons)

Arrived in Palestine on March 9th with 600 Jews from Port de
Buo, ostensibly bound for South America.

Ex mine-sweeper SYTHERA.

Built ini Germany in 1930. 170 feet long by 30 feet wide
with 11 ft. 2 inches draught.

Honduras registry.
The embarkation was made publicly.

GUARDIAN (1800 toss)

Renamed PUERTO CORTES

Although the Ministry of Foreign Affairs were informed by
our Note of 21st March that this vessel was in readiness at Marseilles
she was able to leave and arrived at Palestine on 15th April with
between 2,400 - 2,700 passengers from Shte. Ostensibly bound for

Le Havre. She had broken down on the way.

Honduras Registry.

ULUA (800 tons)

Renamed HAIM ARLOSSOROF

Arrived off Haifa 28th .February with 1,300 passengers.

Being laid up in Marseilles, this vessel left for Lae Havre in
ballast loaded 600 Jews in Sweden and csme back to Le Hagre where
reporting inspector protested that she was carrying too many
passengers for security. She was nevertheless able to leave and
touched at La Perouse, near Algiers, before proceeding to Palestine.

It will be noted that 700 additional passengers were taken
on subsequently to the call at Le Havre.

The following vessels are in readiness at Marseilles:

ARGiANGEIOS

RESIDENT WHARFIRD.
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OUT FILE
12'.

14th Jue, 1947.

(Fs 4820/48/31)

Dear hnoW7,

Aay thanks for your letter (72/278/i) of
the 30th May w h eolose a opy of 70er
letter to as# MaieS and Br4agUs* describing

yow negotiations with he Freenh satheri t e about
th preveti of the legal gatio traefs e
to Palesti

2. This letter will be very useful to us for
recoce.

Yours ever, .

EASTERN DEPARTMENT.

The Ohanerg,
British Ea ',

Paris.

FOREIGrN OFFICE, S*..
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No. 213
183/27/4

183/28/47

Confidential

Sir,

.. ..~o, M uh mb as s y,

LI 

S 

ON

947

6 JUNf1947

With reference to your despatch No. 134 (E3013/48/31) of
the 10th May, I have .the honour to transmit to you herewith
copy of a Note Verbale which I have addressed to the Ministry
for Foreign Affairs regarding illegal Jewish immigration into
Palestine.

2. Before this written approach was made, a member of my
staff had already raised the question orally and informally
with the Director-General of Political Affairs, emphasising
the importance attached by His Majesty's Government to the
prevention of this traffic and requesting the co-operation of
the Portuguese Government. While the Embassy were well aware
that illegal immigrants had never used Portugal or any Port-
uguese possession as points of embarkation, and while they were
confident that the Portuguese Government would continue to
prevent them from doing so, there had nevertheless been one
or two cases of suspect ships coming to Portuguese ports for
bunkers or refitting. It was hoped that the Portuguese
Government would place every possible obstacle in the way
of the former category, and would apply to the latter the
full rigour - or something more than the full rigour - of
Portuguese safety regulations and of the International Conventions
mentioned in your despatch under reference.

3. Dr. Matias replied that he fully understood and sympathised
with the predicament of His Majesty's Government. There was,
of course, no question of illegal immigrants being allowed to
embark from any point in Portugal or the Portuguese colonial
empire. There were, however, considerable difficulties in the
way of refusing facilities to ships which, though they might be
suspected of intending to engage in the illegal immigrant
traffic, had not actually embarked passengers, Such ships
could not be indefinitely detained in Portuguese waters, and he
saw no particular advantage to usin there being so detained.
If at .any time we had evidence that any ship in Portuguese water'
was implicated in this traffic, he would do what he could to help
us: but he could give no assurance in general terms.

4. The Portuguese Government are evidently anxious to avoid
becoming involved in any way in the Palestine problem: and I
doubt whether we shall obtain much. co-operation from them except
on a personal and semi-official basis. Should there be any
further visits to Portuguese waters by suspect ships I shall not
fail to make to the Ministry for Foreign Affairs the urgent and
specific representations enjoined in your despatch under references-
I consider, however, that the most effective means of hampering

the traffic will remain the maintenance of good relations with
the maritime police, the co-operation of British firms of shipping
agents and fuel suppliers, and the fact that the Companhia Unito
Fabrilgyhich controls the greater part of the shipbuilding and
ship repairing resources of Lisbon is in its turn controlled by
an extremely pro-British. managing director.

I have the honour to be, with great truth and
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rigourerespect,

Sir,

Your most obedient, humble Servant

The Right Honourable,
Ernest Bevin, P.C.,

Iv
British

Li

2nd June
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Enclosure to Lisbon Despatch No.117

No. 213
183/27/47

His Majesty's abassy present their compliments to the

inistry for Foreign Affairs, and have the honour to invite

the attention of the Ministry to the importance attached by

His Majesty's Government in the United iKingcdom to the prevention

of illegal immigration into Palestine. This traffic not only

jeopardises the posaibility of finding any peaceful solution

to the Palestine problem, but is also open to grave objection

from the humanitarian point of view. His Majesty's Government

in the United Kingdom cannot too strongly con emn the attitude

of certain interests who for purely political motives, and

without themselves being exposed to any personal danger, are

at empting to persuade the victims of racial oppression in Europe

by false promises to embark in overcrowded, unseaworthy vesselB

on a voyage which in almost every case ends in the interception

of the immigrant ship by the loyal Navy and the trannhipment of

its passengers to Cypru. It may be added that this traffic

and tAose who are responsible for it hve been condemned by

responsible Jewish opinion throughout the world.

2. His Majesty's nbassy are confident that should in formation

reach them at any time of the presence in portuuese waters of a

ship known to be engaged, or to be about to engage, in this

traffic, they may rely on the full co-operation of the Portuguese

Government in taking any steps that may be , ossible to prevent

her from reAching her destination. In parLicular, di s MajestyBa

Embassy are instructed to .point out that, in view of the unseaworthy

state of many of these vessels, the provisions of the International

Convention on Load Lines and the Safety of Life at Sea may provide

grounds for detaining or delaying them, and they hope that the full

rigours of these provisions will be applied to any such ves els.

British Embassy,
Lisbon

2nd June, 1947
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Cypher OrP__
SJOiN 4~

(From Permanent Uited Klugdom Representative to the
United Natiens)

D. 4.O p.m.5th June197.

5th June 1947. R. 10.40 p.a. 5th June 19),7.

Repeated to Washington
High Gesissioner Jerusalem

1,, AErrrrrr

Your telegram No. 1640.

Palestine. ;

Seoxrtariat inferm us that the text of our note
of the 23rd May en illegal isigration was circulated
to all ether member taoes .n the 29th May. In a
covering telegram the Sesrsta G*ezsl expressed the
hope that eensideration weld ivn to our note in
the light of the General Assemblys resolution. He
asked ter an akmwl.dgment ef his emmanietion and
for information on any action which might be taken by
seber States.

2. For sore unexplained reason the note infezsing
us of this action has not yet reached us. I understand
that it has been despatehed today.

Foreign Offi. please pass Immediate to High
Cemaissioner Jox salon as my telegran No. "3.

[Copies sent to Telegra h settien Celonial Office
for tranmission to JerusalemJ.
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Cypher/0TP DEPARTMENTAL .

FROM ATHENS TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Sir C. Norton

No. 1165

5th June, 1947.

D. 5.47 p.m. 5th June, 1947.

R. 10.22 p.m. 5th June, 1947.

F F FF

CONFIDENTIAL

Your telegram No. 1179 paragraph 5.
2

-, )W ,r

Illegal Jewish immigration.

Counsellor today visited head of department concerned
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and handed in note
(copy by bag) en iririg inter alia what action had been
taken as a resul1of our note No. X26 of May 22nd (my
despatch No. 221) concrning "San Eusebio" and two other
vessels. Gg t4 '

2. Head of Department stated instructions have been
sent to London and to Stockholm that Greek registration
is to be withheld temporaril from all three ships. Greek
Government are meanwhile string the legal question as to
whether or not th g4 can refuse registration completely.

I)

i
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Despatc d " a A/I.

-M. telegram No. 16;3 f 4A122 -4 *4:S"

Jewish Illegal Immigration7.

Couhsellor of the Greek Embassy has

been kept informed of our recent

representations to the Greek Government on

the subject of Jewish ilJegal immigration.

He was left 'in no doubt as to the importance

attached by H.M.G. to, the whole question,

in connexion particularly with:

(a) the vessels in Scandinavian ports

for which Eliadis is now seeking

Greek registration

(b) the fact that 4 number of

principal organizers of shipping

for the traffic are Greek nationals.

2. It seems most important that the Greek

Government, if they are at present without

powers to take action against the organizers
O~~tt S. , . up * AL1

of this traffic, should now r raps

the most suitable method would be 'for them

to establish a black list of ship owners

known to be engaged in the traffic.to whom

facilities could be refused. We should be

glad to consult with them as to the best

method of doing this. I shQuI 5 glad of

any suggestions or comments you may have to

make.-

3. t fomaypoint to the legislation

recently eriacted by the Governor of

Gibraltar to detain suspect vessels, text
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of which is contained in immediately

following telegram.
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[This telegram is of partesler secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on].

Confidential.
Cypher/OTP:

/ FROMI FEIGN OFFICE TO x..iATENS.

No. 1227.

7th June 1947.

C TNFTDENTALY. *.0.: 0

Your despatch No.
[of Kay 22nd and June

221
5th:

and your
Jewish

telegram No. 1165
illegal Iiigration].

Counsellor of the Greek Emiba ssy has been kept informed
of our recent representations to the Greek Government on
the subject of Jewishcillegal immigration. le was left
in no doubt as to the importance attached by His M ta;esty's
Government to the whole question, in connexion particularly
with:

the vessels in
Eliadis is now

the fact that a
of shipping for

4candinavian ports for which
seeking Greek registration

number of princip al organizers
the traffic are Greek nationals.

2. it seems most important that the Greek Government,
if they are at present without powers to take action

against the organizers of this traffic should now take
such powers. Perhaps the most suitable method would be
for them to establish a black list of ship owners known
to be engaged in the traffic to whom facilities could be
refused. We should be glad to consult With the as to
the best method of doing this. I should also. be glad of
any suggestions or comments you may have to make.

3. In
point to the
of ibralter
contained in

discussion with the Greek authorities you may
legislation recently enacted by the Governor
to detain suspect vesseks text of which is
my immediately following tlegram.

CABINET DISTRIBUTIO .

22

D "2.5 p.mi. 8th June 1947.

(a)

(b)

.:... .
V
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Mr. J..G.S..Beith

Eastern Department

Minutes.

r /zz
2Ic

Lr6f wnfl

You will recall my telephone conversation

with you ten days ago on the subject of a

visit by a correspondent of "The People" to

the south of France to report on illegal
immigrant shipping conditions.

He returned at
I thought you might
article attached.

the
be

end of last
interested to

week
see

and
his

J. Price
20th May, 1947
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V
ITH sleeping-space hardly large enough for coffins,
thousands of illegal Jewish emigrants are being
shipped to Palestine from Mediterranean ports by

modern " slave traders."
They make the voyage under appalling conditions in

battered tramp steamers-or even sailing ships---that are
not fit to carry cattle, let alone men, women and children.

These poverty-stricken refugees have been shepherded
right across Europe by a gigantic under-cover organisation.
Most of them have taken months in transit and have been
stripped of every valuable they possessed long before they
reach the Displaced Persons
camps along the French
Riviera."

Finally the mysterious agents,
who collect " the big money." not O fto ships and
from' the. refuges but from
America Zioni~s rganisationn.wn this ter
single Ut batofis of them for
transportation. ,They obtain
block visas fors them from some y
venal or grossly indiffereit South
American consn

Armed with v s visas, the tubs which
Jewish outcasts are free tq make could not carry a score of pasthe,- sea voyage to ;the countrycolntcarasoeofp-
th se va h csengers in reasonable comfort.
which issues them. tBut that is how Jewish " dis

Then at short notice this placed persons " of both sexes
human flotsam is packed into nd personss of both em e
lorries, hurried down to some and all ages are being e obarket

small seaport and loaded aboard at French and Italian ports
a hell ship. Not to go to South ostensibly for Morocco or South

America, but to end up in the America, but actually for Pales
hands of the British Navy off the tine.
coast of Palestine. The men who traffic in them

nIc .... "p rn~o~ard f r their

Desperate Cargo
This monstrous and inhuman

traffic is financed by well-mean-
ing zealots in America. But
some of those who have a hand

have no more regard o
safety or the elementary
decencies of life than they
would have for a cargo of
sheep. And they do not care
in the least whether they reach
their destination or not.

in sending the Jews away are Most of the emigrants never
merely interested in the money do. For many of the hell ships
they can make. are intercepted off the Palestinian

In the South of France I have coast by the British Navy. Others
seen the organisation at work, break down before they can com-

Just inside the harbour en- plete their voyage.
trance of Sete, half a mile from Take the case of the Anal. She
the main dock basins, I found actually put out from Sete under
the Anal, of Panama, snoring at her own steam for " an unknown
her moorings like the tramp she ,destination " with no passengers
was. aboard.

Her hull and single funnel were Beyond all doubt, however, she
a rusty black and her decks were was making for some other small
littered with top hamper-for all po*r4 where it had been found
the world as though she had more convenient for the Jewish
huddled scraps of sacking over emigrants to assemble. She is
her rags. now flying the flag of Panama,

But men were sawing planks but she was built on the Clyde
and short timber uprights near and launched as the Earl of
the new deck-house and the Zetland 70 years ago!
Anal was preparing to put .to Of only- 253 tons gross, this
sea. Not as an odd-job ship in wretched old tub carries three
the meaner coastal trade, but small lifeboats. But on her,
as a blockade runner carrying crowded decks were no fewer:
a desperate cargo of men, than 16 large life-saving rafts
women and children towards stacked vertically and horizon-
Palestine. tally
The fishermen of Sete and he When she coals, the fuel is

shipping men there knew heytso hand-hauled from a lighter
one of the hell ships engaged alongside. I saw her bunkers
this. terrible traffic. They had filled in this way, and that raises
seen three other vessels of her an important international issue
type steam or sail this year from about which Great Britain is
that old French port, each as already making representations.
crowded with Jews as the slavers to foreign Governments.
were in olden days. We object, in fact, to sw.pect

They shrugged their shoulders ships of any kind being re-
at the vileness of a trade which fuelled in friendly ports.
did not concern them personally. The Anal, however, had no
" Without doubt," they conceded, difficulty in obtaining bunker
" there are big merchants making coal-at a price. She also took
much money in this affair." on board quantities of bottled

Indeed, there are, but who? beer, far more than her crew. of
Max Intrator's name has been 12 could possibly need for a short

mentioned in recent currency voyage.
prosecutions as being a man con-
cerned with the financing of this
Continent-wide racket.

One of Italy's " big business'
men is said to have a finger in
the stinking pie, and from Stock-
holm to Genoa and Spezia a
horde of minor agents and inter-
mediaries is picking out of it small
unsavoury plums.

V ISCOUNT HALL was fully
justified in describing the

methods of these modern slave
traders as " criminal," in the
House of Lords' the other day.

Apart from the gross violation
of all international conventions
for the safety of passengers at
sea, it is an abominable crime
against humanity to cram hun-
dreds of men, women and child-

Vanishing Trick
She had put into Sete out of

Lisbon, for fuel, revictualling and
repairs-divers were working on i
her hull the day before she sailedI
-and she disappeared beneath a
plume of black smoke in the
dawn light, having paid her
dues!

I had expected her to load her
emigrants that day, as the pre-
vious hell ships had done, from
the main dock basin near the
station.

Herc it was that at the end of
last month some 2,600 Jews filed
up the narrow gangway of the
Guardian-Principito-Cortez, fly-'
ing the flag of Honduras and
bound ostensibly for Cuba!

In that patient throng of
refugees were many old people

N

iuman
Souls

and numerous young mothers, Convesatons are in pigress
some with babies in their arms now at the Quai d'Orsah between

others with little children cling- the British and French Govern-

ing to their skirts. ments in regard to the inter-

They had been crammed into national issues involved in the

lorries at some D.P. camp-that hell-ship traffic.

at Miranas, I believe, in this Britain's representatives con-

instance-and it was* a wonder: tend that it is illegal iii itself,

they ever reached Sete without because each member hation is.

some of them being jolted loose' bound to respect the' mandate

from the insecure swarm. which UNO has conferred,4 upon
us, and they are therefo *kIeing

* the strongest exception-dhe
r HE Guardian - Principito - bunkering and provisioningf all

H Cortez is a ship of about ships which cannot give a. good
e account of themselves. French

500 tonls, and it was reported
that she intended to discharge
her passengers at Algiers or
Lisbon for transhipment to Cuba
in some other vessel.

But certainly none of the
French omcials who controlled
their embarkation, checked their
visas and numbered their off
could have believed this fairy;
tale.

The accommodation for the'
emigrants between decks .was an
affront to civilisation. The bunks
were nothing but planks sawn up
for the purpose, with palliasses
provided for the children.

One Frenchman who acted as
vnhintev norter for a poor
Jewish woman with two small
children told me he could note
stay below for more than a fe$
minutes because the air ha
already become unhealthy and
the smell .made him "wish to
vomit."

All these hell ships are mu 1
alike in this respect: 'they p
the emigrants in to the pointrOl
near suffocation.

2 50"
14

i ?'I 4oih

S 0 A Y4 ., i ; , . t

19 T?

merchants, i eady
enough to r bi-
tant prices ' hel but
France has no y' mnal iit1-aid
as we contend no legal right
to do so.

As to the ghastly conditions
under which the emigrants make
their voya g, that is no question
of Zioism, religion or race. It
is the: lear duty of every civil-
ised e atry to inspect passenger
shipS aid make certain that they
shall not take on board more pas-
sengers than can be decently and
safely accommodated.

The conversations which have
begun in Paris will be succeeded
by similar approaches to every
other European country con-
cerned-and notably t Italy,
whom we hold particu ly re-
sponsible for the numero em-
barkations from Italian ports.

A Bone To Pick

And the British Government
also has an important bone to

The San Miguel, of Panama, pick with several South American
which left Sete at the beginning' members of the United Nations
of February, was a tiny steame Organisation. It is gravely per-
which could only manage to -turbed by the enormous number
squeeze in 790 Jewish ien, women of what can only be termed
and children. She sup lied each "phoney" registrations.
adult with a planlr; eighteen At the present time, for In-
inches wide. Th.t had been .'stance, Panama has the fifth
arranged in there : tiers only r biggest merchant navy in thetwenty inches one above .the , yrd.biulyagetmnother! ~World. Obviously a great many
other- cargo ships, now sailing under

Earlier this year the two-masted South American flags, have
barque Merica, of Italian regi- never entered a South Ameri-
stration, sailed out of Sete in the can port.
literal sense of the word. Through Viscount Hall the

She carried 647 Jewish emi- f Government has formally and
grants, who thronged her tiny officially declined responsibility
deck-space and crowded to the for any disaster which may result
rails-actually waving their hand- from these. illegal emigrations.
kerchiefs to the Europe which And the world would do well
had hounded them from their to remember that only a few
native lands, imprisoned them in weeks ago the San Felipo, of

Panama, was intercepted off theconcentrations c I aM Panama coast in a state of dis-tim homeless,sh aoWt pe sa tress and would certainly have
scutioundin the second year of foundered with her 1,570 passen-
peace! gers in any heavy sea.

The organisation sponsoring This is, therefore, a matter
these embarkations has its head, for the conscience of all civil-
quarters in Paris, but ity iuh4d Iised peoples. They can none of
must almost certainly be drawn ii them wash their hands of a
the main from America. ' \crime against humanity itself.

The Merica was chartered by a
French firm of shipping agents.

The average Frenchman doesn't __-

realise that the problem of(,,
Palestine is nothone which con-
cerns Great Britain alone, but
also every member countig-of the
United Nations Organisation.
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of particular secrecy and should
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CABINET DISTRIBUTION.

Lord Inverchapel.
No. 3275.

6th June 1947.

FROM AHINGTON TOT

D.
R.

FOIIGN

2.00
9.50

p.m.
pc. .

OFFICE.

6th
6th

Repeated to Jerusalem
New York (United Kingdom Delegation) Saving.

IMPj5 C.TANT.
CONFIDENTIA L.

Your telegram No. 5063.

Zionist advertisements in United States newspapers.

As newspaper P.i. reprinted on June 5th Ben Hetcht's
letter to Terrorists Balfour spoke again to Deputy
Director of Office of Near East and African affairs

t4, pointin out that this could not fail to create aReploraile impression in London. Villard informed
Balfour that a statement was about to be made by *the
President which basing itself on the resolution of the*
United Nations would strongly condemn publicity of this
kind. This statement was in fact issued shortly after-
wards and the text is contained in my immediately following
telegram. Its terms are very general but references
to undermining law and order in Palestine and promoting
violence in that country are reasonably satisfactory.

2. Deputy director also assured Balfour that
State Department were hopeful that as a result of
discussions between themselves and Departments of Justice
and the Treasury it would prove possible before long
to take action to deal with this kind of despicable
propaganda.

COPY

/

on].

June
June

1947.
1947.
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should
be retained by the authorised recipient and not passed

Cypher/OTP CABINET DISTRIBUTION

FR(M WASHINGTON TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Lord Inverchapel,

6tiune,1947.

D. 2.00 p.m. 6th June,1947.

R. 9.50 p.m.

Repeated

6th June,1947.

to Jerusalem
New York (U.K.Delegation),,

Q Q Q
no)Q

p (,-

Your telegram No.5065. uN) -

Zionist advertisements in United States newspapers.

As newspaper P.M.reprinted on June 5th Ben Hetcht
letter to Terror.sts Balfour spoke again to Deputy
Director of Office of Hear East and African affairs
pointing out that this could not fail to create a
eplorable impression in London. Villard informed

Balfour that a statement was about to be made by
President ( s.undec.] United Nations would strongly
condemn pub city of this kind. This statement was
in fact issued shortly afterwards and the text is
contained in my immediately following telegram. Its
terms are very general but references to undermining
law and order in Palestine and promoting violence in
that country are reasonably satisfactory.

I
S

2. Deputy director also assured,,Balfour that
State Department were hopeful that as a result of
discussions between themselves and Departments of
Justice and the Treasuryit would prove possible bef ore
long to take action to deal with this kind of despicable
propoganda.

[Note by Communications Department.
Repetition of undecypherable groups

is being obtained].
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on]

X388/48/51

Restricted

Cypher/0TP CABINT T

FROM FORE IGN

DISTRIBiTION.

OFFICE TO WASHINQTON.

No. 6169

21st June 1947.

Repeated

D. 2.50 p.m. 21st June

to United Kingdom Delegation New York

1947.

No. 1795.

TIFv,

RSTROICTED.

Your telegram No. 5275 [of
advIrti$mnts in United States

June 6th:
newspapers]

Zionist
paragraph

Have .you any further
by the Administrative?.
urgently on the subject.

news about
Please pross

possible action
State Department
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I am enclosing

a constituent

a letter

of mine which is

from

self-

explanatory,

if you

comments

to him.

and I should

could let

be glad

me have your

in order that I may reply

ROBERT V. GRIMSTON.

The Rt. Hon. Hector
Foreign Offi ce , s.w..

McNeill ,
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Ir. Robert V.
Grimston,M. P.

House of Commons

from: Minister
State

of

Mr. Rob
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Will you please

June 4th in which

1947.

refer to your

you enclosed

a constituent of yours

film and stage plays

wrote the 'story or

in this country

campaign of

suggesting

letter

a letter

that

for which Mr. Ben Hecht

dialogue should

in view of

be banned

his present

incitment to violence and

murder in Palestine.

As your correspondent has noted,

strong protests have been made

States Government both in London

Washington on --the subject of

advertisements. But

his political

hLoweyer

activities

very

United

and in

Mr. Hecht's

rep rehens ible

may be, I do not

think it would. be in accordance with the

traditions of this country

upon the performance of

United.Kingdom.

c g~rive

publicity which he

ev ry

his work

Ba-i'4ee-, to do

Mr. Hecht

is seeking to

aban

in the

so would -s-eer

the additional

secure

means at his disposal.
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OUT FiLE Foreign ofrice, 8,W.1.

U4th Jum, 1947.

(5 4;O5/48t1)

Will you please refer to your letter or 4th Juwe
in which you enolosd a letter twom a oonstitt
of. yours sagsting that film and 0tadet plaa fo 5whi1
Mr. Ben Heoht wrote the stor or dialogue should be
banned in this country in Vew of hic preco pai
of inoitement to violence and murder In naletcn.

As your correspondent has not414, very
Strong protests have been made to the Ueiteo Aatee

Government both in golden and i4aehif1gto on the
subject of Mr. keoht's advertiaionsate Zut hov ver
reprehersible his political actiwittes may bes do
not think it would be In aioordanee with t
traditions this country to impose a ban upon
the performance of his work in the United Lingem
Moreover, to do so weald probably give Mr. leht
the additional publicity which aleonkn& to
secure by evcry mean at his disposal.

R.V. (rianton t sp., M.P.,

_% I
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EN CLAIR 49C6
GENERAL DISTRIBUTION

FROM WASHINGTON TO FOREIGN OFF19B- -

Lord Inverchapel D.11.15 a.m. 6th June 1947
No;5274

6th June 1947 R. 6.55 p.m. 6th June 1947

Repeated to Jerusalem
United Kingdom Delegation New York. Saving

4444/
IMPORTANT

My immediately preceding telegram.

Following is text.

The General Assembly of the United Nations in special
session on May 15th 1947 unanimously adopted the following
resolution:-

"The General Assembly calls upon all Governments and
peoples and particularly en the inhabitants of Palestine
to refrain pending action by the General Assembly on the
report of the Special Committee en Palestine from the threat or
use of force or any other action which might create an
atmosphere prejudicial to an early settlement of the question
of Palestine.

The search for a fair and workable solution of the
Palestine problem is one of the most difficult and important
tasks confronting the United Nations. It is in the interest
of the United States as well as of the United Nations that
the efforts of the United Nations to solve this problem
meet with success. Activities calculated further to inflame
the passions of the inhabitants of Palestine to undermine
law and order in Palestine or to promote violence in that
country are certain to create an atmosphere pre judicial
to an early settlement of tasks which the United Nations
has before it."

I therefore urge every citizen and resident of the
United States in the interests of this country of world
peace and of humanity meticulously to refrain while the
United Nations is considering the problem of Palestine from
engaging in or facilitating any activities which tend further
to inflame the passions of the inhabitants of Palestine to
undermine law and order in Palestine or to promote violence
in that country".

40
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0; DENTI A -
Intelligence Division,

Naval Staff,

Admiralty, -

9 ''d\I' ~~ 7 London,S.W.1~

- JU 1 June, 1947.

Dear Kennedy, -*

Thankyou, for your letter of the 28th MayX318/72/1/47 G, regarding a Jewish illegal
immigration caique named AGHIAS. Very little is
known regarding description of this ship, beyondthat she is a Greek motorcaigue with a 60 h.p.paraffin engine. Master and crew all come from
Ikar ia,

She was estimated to have been in Piraeus
end of November 1946. Vessel was to transport 450
young Jews from a lonely bay in Sicily to thesAenislands of Amnorgos or Levitha at the S.JE. end of 0"the Cyclades. Price agreed upon was £2,500 forthe journey. AGHIA TRIAS would proceed empty
to Sicily from Patras, returning via Taranto,
Greek-Albanian coast, thence Aegean.

Nothing further heard of this caigueuntil January, 1947, when it was learnt that she
had been ordered by known illegal organiser Paouris
to rendez-vous with three caigues from Piraeus
at Amorgos or Levitha and transfer her passengers
to these vessels. The three caiques sailed

/Piraeus

H. T. Kennedy Esg,
Personnel Department,

Foreign Office,
S. W.1.



4-~3

Piraeu E4i January ffor unknown destination.
Two of the ,,three may be named PRODROMOS and
AGIOS PAITfElEIMON also unlocated. AGHIA
TRIAS was last reported to have been in the
Cyclades area 25th March 1947.

to the b
May I leave it to your judgment
est means of transmitting this

information to At hens.

Yours sincerely,

as

, -- r

4 v
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(E 4909/48/G)
SECR

FOREIGN OFFICE, S. W. 1.

14th June, 1947.

OUT FILE

Dear Chancery,

Will you please refer to our telegram No.

your telegram No.1043, both of which referred

caiqe "Aghias Trias" suspected of complicity

illegal immigration traffic to Palestine.

1179 and to
to the Greek
in t 4e Jewish

2. We have now received some additional information on

this ship. She is a motor caique, equipped with a 60 herse

power paraffin engine, whose master and crew come from aria.

She is believed to have been in Piraeus towards the end of

November 1946, when she was expected to transport 450 Jews

from Sicily to t he island of Amorgos or Zevitha at the

south east end of the Cyclades. She would have sailed empty

from Patras to Sicily, returning via Taranto, along the

Greek-Albanian coast and thence into the Aegean. The price

agreed upon for this operation was £2,500.

3. Nothing further was heard of her till January 1947,

when she was ordered by paouris, a known organizer of the

illegal immigrant traffic, to transfer passengers to three

caiques from Piraeus at a rendezvous at Amorgos or Levitha.

Two of these caiques, which sailed from Piraeus on the 14th

January for an unknown destination, may have been named

"Prodronos" and "Agios Panteleimon", but are also unlocated.

The "Aghias Trias" was last reported in the Cyclades area in

March 1947.

4. We hope these details
in identifying this ship.

may be of some assistance to you

Yours ever,

EASTERN DEPARTMEl 1 .

The Chancery,
British Embassy,

Athens.

40,
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No.205(180/10/47) BRITISH EMAS

WARSAW. 947
CONFIDENTIAL.

3rd June, 1947.

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your Circular No.0175
of the 16th December, 1946, regarding illegal immigration
into Palestine and to offer some comments on the present
situation of the Jews in Poland in relation to this problem.

2. The exodus of Jews from Poland has proceeded
steadily during the past two years and probably reached
its climax in July and August, 1946, following upon the
"Kielce" pogrom. As a direct result of this incident,
which aroused the greatest alarm amongst Jews throughout
Poland, it was estimated that 40,000 left the country. As
Mr. Cavendish-Bentinck pointed out at the time, any action
to stem this tide would have been as vain as the effort of
King Canute. Although the Central Committee of Polish
Jews (a Communist Organisation) was desirous of checking
the outflow and is said to have made representations to
the Government on the subject, it has been stated by a
prominent official of the American Joint Distribution
Committee that the Government reaction was "we cannot
provide two soldiers to guard every Jew in Poland, and
if the Jews wish to leave we shall not prevent them. "

3. It is undoubtedly true that the Polish Government
have shown good-will towards the remaining Jewish population
in Poland in that no discrimination is exercised against it
on racial grounds. They realise, however, that anti-semitism
has always existed in this country and rather than go against
the stream they are prepared to let the problem solve itself
by placing no restrictions on Jewish emigration, but at the
same time they are quite ready to assist the Jews to find
their niche in Polish Society if the latter can become
assimilated.

4. Mr. Akiwa KOHANE of the American Joint Distribution
Committee recently gave it as his opinion that nine-tenths
of the younger Jews had already left Poland to seek their
fotune in Palestine and other countries. He estimated that
there still remained in this country from fifty to sixty
thousand Jews and that about half of this number desired
eventually to leave Poland to join relatives in other
countries including Palestine, but that there was no urgent
need f or their departure. The remainder would probably be
content to remain here unless there was a repetition of the
"Kielce" incident, which would cause a final and complete
exodus of all Jews from the country.

5. The figure of sixty thousand said to be still in
Poland may seem rather high in view of the large number
which have left since 1945. It may be explained either by
the fact that previous estimates have been too low or that
the influx of Jews from former Polish territories in the
East has made up the deficiency. Alternatively, it may be

that many persons formerly masquerading as Poles have come
forward to register as Jews now that they feel safe in

emerging/
The Right Honourable Ernest Bevin, M.P.,

etc. etc. etc.,
Foreign Office,

London.
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emerging from cover.

6. Mr. Kohane further stated that he had been

surprised to find that the material conditions of the

Jewish population in Poland was so good. His organisation
had devoted large sums of money to relief and at the present

time was spending one hundred million zlote per month which

was put at the disposal of the Central Jewish Committee for

the purpose of re-establishing Jewish life and institutions
He expressed some concern, however, at the fact that much

of this money was being used for promoting Communist ideals

in Jewish schools and Orphanages.

7. Jewish -Organisations in Poland which may be
involved in facilitating illegal emigration are:

(1) The American Joint Distribution Committee, Warsaw.

(2) Jewish Agency Office, Warsaw.

(3) Hebrew Immigration Aid Society, Warsaw.

(4) "Komisja Coordynacyjna dla Spraw Dzieci i
-Mlodziezy."

(This organisation is under the wing of "ICHUD"
and of another body called the Hechaluc Pionier

one or other of which has its address at Zawadzka

I 17/28, Lodz.)

4 It is, of course, difficult to accuse any of these organisa

operating in Poland of illegal activities because 
if the Po

Government gives passports or exit visas to these people, t

are leaving Poland quite legally, and the illegal part of t

trip only starts when they reach Palestinian 
territorial wa

* I gather, however, that there is a good deal of "shanghai"

business about all this and that Jews who say they want to

leave Poland have very little chance,; once they are taken

over by one of these- bodies, of deciding their ultimate

destination for themselves. Some of the more well-to-do Je

leave Poland on their own and make their way to Western

Europe, but the poorer ones have pe'torce to go under the

wing of one of these bodies and thus willy-nilly finish up
as illegal imigrants into Palestine. Fear of conditions in

the Displaced Persons Camps in Germany also leads them to

travel under an organisation rather than on their own. Rha

Schonfeld Executive Director of the Chief Rabbi's Emergenc
Council, London, during a recent visit to Poland, complained

bitterly to the First Secretary of the Embassy of the Commu

type of totalitarian control which these bodies 
enforce on

emigrants who come to them. I gather also that the split
which, as we have in the past reported has always existed

between the Government-patronised bodies such as Dr. Adolf

Berman's Jewish Central Committee and the Orthodox Congrega

Communities led by Chief Rabbi Kahane, is now wide open anc

irreparable.

8. Given normal peaceful conditions, I consider it

unlikely that there will be any further mass movement of J

from the country but there will probably be a steady trick]
with or without the connivance of the Polish Government.
Further, I do not anticipate that there will be any change

in the"laissez-faire" attitude of the Government towards ti

departure of those who wish to leave the country unless the
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is some very strong reason to their advantage which would
make 'obstructive action desirable.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your most obedient, humble, Servant,

J.
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6 JUN 1947

ILLEGAL IMM IGRAT I ON

Secretary of State

You may be interested to know that the urgent

and repeated representations of the Ambassador in

Rome, in the case of the S.S. "PRESIDENT WJARFIELD"

coupled with the action taken by the Navy, appear to

be producing useful results. The Admiralty have

received reports that the "PRESIDENT WARFIELD",
which has not left the harbour of Porto Venere is

up for sale, and that a large party of Jews who

were being congregated in the neighbourhood of

Rome have been told that their journey is
"cancelled". (Precautions are, however, being taken

to make sure that neither of these reports is
a "plant").

The Italian Government, under pressure from

Sir Noel Charles, also appear to be doing what they

can in general to control embarkation of illegal
immigrants, and they claim to have sent appropriate

instructions to all ports. One ship has nevertheless

been able to embark some 1,000 Jews in the
neighbourhood of Bari clandestinely and the Embassy
are protesting vigorously about this. Another vessel

has been allowed to leave the port of Palermo with

og 3;F Jews on board (it is not known where they

embared) but with insufficient fuel to take it very

far. This vessel is being closely watched by the

Navy.

In view of1
Sir Noel Charles
Gover.rnment up to
apreciation is
telegram to him.

the
has
the

give

very strenuous efforts which
made to keep the Italian
mark, an expression of your

:n in paragraph 5 of the attached
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OUTWARD TELEGRAM

Confidential.

[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on).

Cypher/OTP. CABINET DISTRIBUTION.

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO ROM.

No. 1099.
D. 7.35 p.m. 27th May 1947.

27th May 1947.

Repeated to: Paris, No.1180 Saving;
Washington, No576 Saving.

IMPORTANT.

CONFIDENTIAL.

My telegrams Nos.9953 and1063 [of May 10th.
and May 21st: Jewish illegal immigration].

As distinct from the special case of the
"Anal"; we have been considering the desirability of
returning Jewish illegal immigrants to Italy and other
countries where they embark. It is agreed that we
could only do this in cases where we '.succeed in
securing clear evidence of the place of embarkation
either by shadowing the illegal immigrant ship to the
point of loading or by more intensive interrogation
of the illegal immigrants on arrival.

2. The matter was raised with the French
authorities in recent talks and the French reaction was
unfavourable, although their representative suggested
that any illegal immigrants who could be shown to have
entered France on the legal transit quota should be
returned to France. I recognise that the return of
such people would be e ually embarrassing to the
Italian Government (an other Governments concerned)
and that they might claim, like the French, that the
majority ofthem had come from Central Europe and had
used Italy and other countries merely as countries of
transit on their way to a port of embarkation.
Nevertheless, Italy is at present the country where
there is the greatest illegal immigrant activity and
also the Mediterranean country least able to resist our
pressure. It is therefore most important to do
everything possible 'to get the principle of
"refoulement" established with Italy, with a view to
extending it later to other countries.

5. You will already have told the Italian
Government, with reference to the "President Warfield",

that



_2_

that if she sailed with illegal immigrants, we
should have to insist that the Italian Government
take the immigrants back (see paragraph 3 of my telegram
No.995) and I imagine that you may have made further
play with this point in general representations. I
should be grateul for your early observations as to
whether we should now press the Italian Government for a
specific assurance that they will take back illegal
immigrants shown to have embarked in Italy or whether it
would be better tactics to take Italian acquiescence for
granted, seeing that they do not appear to have reacted
strongly to your statements on this point.

4. Case of the "Anal" may of course, help to
prepare the way for securing Italian acquiescence.

5. Official Committee have expressed their
appreciation of your vigilance and activity in this
matter during recent weeks and I am very grateful for what
you have done. I recognise that we have pressed the
Italian Government hard and you may make it clear that
His Majesty' s Government appreciate the efforts they have
,made to control the traffic and understand the difficulties
arising from the influx of refugees into Italy.. You can
assure them that the British Zone of Austria has taken the
strictest measures to control the illegal passage of
refugees across that frontier and that we are willing to
back the Italian Government up strongly in any
representations they make to neighbouring -countries
including the authorities in the French Zone of Austria
or to the United States Government in -regard to the
illegal movement of refugees or in any reasonable action
they may take affecting organisations like A. J.D.C.

6. You will have seen reports from F.O.L.I. to the
effect that owners of "President Warfield" have instructed
the Master to- sell her. Fact that ship is temporarily
immobilised is most satisfactory and we await a
further report from you: no doubt you and Italian
Ministry of Marine will bear in mind the possibility that
proposed change of ownership may be a blind. Commander-in-
Chief will not of course be able to maintain guard
indefinitely and we must: count on Italian authorities
to maintain their vigilance.

r
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Cypher/OTP DFPARTMETNTAL No. 2.

FROM WASHINGTOF. TO FORE ITN OFFICE

Lord Inverchapel. D. 9.31 p.m. 9th June, 1947.
No,3331.
9th June, 1947. R. 4.20 a.im. 10th June, 1947.

3 3 3
IMPORTANT.
SECRET.

Your telegram No. 4536.

Aid for illegal immigration into Palestine.

Consul r-General New York informs me that
Couderts estimate that the cost of the research
work involved from the angle of United States
law is unlikely to be high and would probably
amount to some five hundred dollars. If the
firm were required in addition to obtain
information as to the activities of the different
Jewish organisations or firms involved, the cost
would be much higher and could not be easily
estimated, since the intermediaries would have
to be highly paid and would be unscrupulous.
From your telegram under reference I assume that
you have in mind only research into the position
in United States law.

2. Couderts would like to be informed at
once if possible whether we wish them to undertake
that work and I should therefore be glad to know
whether we may ask them to proceed.

0 Jj 1941
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No. E4946/48/G
Cypher/OTP DEPARTMENTAL

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO VIASHINGTON

No. 5846

13th June,

D. 9.55 p.m. 13th June,

1947.

/1/

IMPORTANT

Your telegram
-immigration].

No. 3551 [of June 9th: Jewish illegal

I approve expenditure of approximately five hundred
dollars and confirm that further investigations mentioned
should not (repeat not) be undertaken.

1947.
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.. Minutes. ((-)

I asked Monsieur Contostavios,
Jqpnsellor of the Greek Embassy, to call at
the Foreign Office in order to tell him
of the part played by Greek ship-owners in
the Jewish illegal immigrant traffic. I
had already had some conversation on the
telephone with Monsieur Contostavios (whom I
know quite well from Athens) about the
vessels in Scandinavian ports for which

10 Jui 1B Greek registration is being sought.

I gave Monsieur Contostavlos a short
summary of the problem of Jewish illegal
immigration and of the reasons for which
His Majesty's Government attached the
highest importance to controlling it. I
explained that the question of shipping was
absolutely fundamental and that it was
regrettably true that more than one of the
principal organizers is Greek. I showed him
the text of the representations made by our
Embassy to be found in E 4.571/4f/G and
mentioned the names of Eliadis, Fostinis,
Fokis, Haniotis and Pilides.

I told Monsieur Contostavlos that we
ourselves had enacted legislation at
Gibraltar to detain suspect aesels&nLdhe
noted this with interest, while expressing
apprehension that we might be 'e4 sg
ourselves open to a charge of ",Fascist"
action in this matter. I told him that it
went against the grain with us to adopt such

Z measures but that the alternative was to
w permit the traffic to flourish unchecked

and the organizers to continue raking in
large profits out of this illegal activity.

I formed the impression that the Greek
Embassy here, while willing to be helpful,
would not greatly influence action taken by
their Government. However I have no doubt
Monsieur Contostavlos will report what I
said and he assured me that the Embassy had

(9 already given their Government a hint that
they should enact legislation to control the
traffic. He also suggested that it might

o be possible to establish a black list of shi
Z owners, a point which might be worth

suggesting to Athens. Draft telegram
submitted.

(J. G. S.BEITH)
pth June, 197.

a
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JI
No. 194
(G.170/18/47)

RESTRICTED

Sir,

" K

~01PEI1

Brr)ASSY,

AGEN.

4th June,

I have the honour to transmit to you herewith the
copy of a note which I have sent to the Danish Minister
Foreign Affairs in accordance with the instructions
contained in your despatch No. 199 (3013/48/31) of the
10th May.

for

2. As the Minister for Foreign Affairs is in hospital,
I handed the note personally to the Secretary-General of the.
Ministry and at the same time took the opportunity to
explain the general background. The Secretary-General's
first reaction was that the Danish Government were powerless
to prevent the sailing of any vessel from a Danish port
and if they tried to do so, would lay themselves open to
legal-action in the courts by the owners. I explained that we
were not asking the Danish Government to do anything which
would be contrary to. the law and therefore bring them into
legal difficulties, but merely to take all such action as
the law allowed to prevent or delay the sailing of any
suspect vessel. For instance, as far as we knew the
"San Eusebid" had at present no port of registry and could not
therefore legally be cleared from Copenhagen. Our Note
suggested other means to the same end: and I then read
him extracts from the Danish Merchant Shipping Act of 1930
(to which reference is made in the Note) which
specifically authorised action against ships. in certain
circumstances. This was evidently an aspect of the matter
which had not hitherto struck the Secretary-General, and
he promised to see what the Danish Government could do to
help us within the fraitework of the Danish. law. His
attitude was on the whole much more helpful than I had
.expected.

3. For the sake
a copy of my letter to
for Foreign Affairs to

of completeness
I .Henningsen of
which reference'

I am also enclosing
the Danish Ministry
is made in the Note.

4. Besides these. formal approaches. to
Ministry for Foreign Affairs, steps have also
contact and enlist the support of the Copenha
authorities and it is, I think, unlikely that
will be able to leave. here at least until she
new port of registry.

I have the honour to be, with the highest

the Danish
been taken to

gen harbour
the "San Eusebio"
has a:cguired a.

respect,

Sir,

Your most obedient, humble servant,

The Right Honourable
etc., 'etc.,

Foreign

Ernest B
etc.
n Office,
S. W.

3evin, M.P.
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CC BRITISH EMBASSY,

COPENHAGEN.

No. 122. 24th May, 1947.

In confirmation of our telephone conversations I

write to let you know that my Government are interested

in seeing that all possible steps are taken to prevent

the s.s. "San Eusebio", which is at present in

Copenhagen Harbour, leaving port, since they have every

reason to believe that it is engaged or is likely to be

engaged in the tranport of illegal immigrants to

Pale stine.

2. The 8.s. "San Eusebio", is owned by Cia, Cerro

Pando de Navigation and was formerly registered

under the Panamanian flag. Its Panamanian registry

has, however, recently been withdrawn, and, as far as His

Majesty's Government are aware, it has not yet acquired

another registry.

3. In the general interests of peace and order ,

and particularly in view of the need for not prejudicing

the situation while the Palestine question is under

discussion by the United Nations, His Maijesty's

Government hope that the Royal Danish Government will

lend their assistance in this matter and take any

action in their power to prevent the sailing of this

vessel.

(Sgd) E.M. ROSE.

Hr. Kontorchef F. Henningsen,
Royal Danish Ministry for Foreign Affairs,

Copenhagen.
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CON DENT 
(

Ambassador at The Hague

presents his compliments to The e te'
eel a!ur,4 Ait to him -the

documents.

British..Z?'.q S5;..... .ew4959
.T.he..Hague...... .......

.. ... . ... .. .... ..; . .. .
Reference to previous correspondence:

(F. O.Desp .No.250 of 10/5)

Description of Enclosure.

Name and Date.

Note from
H.E.Sir Nevile Bland to
H.E.Baron C.G.W.H.

van Boetzelaser
van Oosterhout.

Subject.

Illegal Jewish
immigrat ion
Palestine.

into

3479A 1319401 (S)

Majesty's

(E. 3013/48/31)

. , .
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A '

Colonial Office,
Downing Street,

e1 s. W.1.

(rune, 1947.

F 4960

76021/46A

IP-Qt
Please refer to your letter of 31st May concerning

Mr. Maurice Pearlman' s article on illegal immigration
into Palestine.

We have consulted our Legal Advisors as to t he
possibility of prosecuting Mr. Pearlman under the
Illegal Immigration Ordinances, and are advised that,
though he may himself technically be guilty of an
offence in entering Palestine as an illegal immigrant
he was not guilty of any offence by failing to Warn
the authorities.

ther
and
of t

In the circumstances I think you will agree that
e is no advantage in pursuing the matter further,
perhaps you may care to inform your correspondent
he contents of the pre eding paragraph. /4 ax

to a, I fi4 ; )&,4-C44

J. C. CABLE,

r ^''

(ov
cz,(z, , I1 ';

(E. N. .Fitzgerald)

ESQ.
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No. E4960/48/31

Letter to:

Miss Joyce
Scott Bell,

204, Keyes House,
Dolphin
London,

Square,
S.WVl.

OU T . LE

I72
Madam,

I am directed

to refer to

enclosed

Maurice

entitled

should

the grounds

your letter

cuttings

Pearlman

of

by Mr. Secretary

of May,

an article

Bevin

which

by Mr.

in "Illustrated"

"The Journey of the Theodor Herzl"

be taken against

that he was before

the fact to the offence

immigration

the competent

dvice on the

himself,

an o

into pal

Dep

s referred

who took legal

Although Mr.

in technically

entering Palestine

Pearlman

guilty

as an

ant, he did not actually

offence by failing to warn the

s. It is not, therefore,

that any useful purpose

There is, of course,

of the Press in this country, ai4

soh Qrtioleo

I am, etc.

IV

would be

censorship

theref rn
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FOREIGN OFF ICE,

E 496O/48/31

17th Jue, 1947.

ia~am,

Im 4i19.te' byw * ee8s ta7 BrI* to
refew to yeaw 1etter ef 3q, wMtahenase

entttngs of an ar'tile by Vwaur~i@ Peswlau
in "Illustatea et1. "The J of the
These e l", sMA n to state that theor
voul4 not appear to be sefflent ground4 tag a

pMres touo In this se.

2. !he to n sot, ot ootU 7an OmahIP
of the prem In this 0Mntw7.

Your o eat servant,

uses J . eacttBia.
2O4., Kqee Houses

DelphID Square,
8.s W. 1.


